Solution Brief

SECOND-GENERATION GFAST FIBER EXTENSION

Advancing the Gigabit Society
Monetizing Fiber Access: 10x More ROI

Highlights
●

Expedite by 10x service delivery
within MDUs by eliminating costly
in-building construction

●

Extend ubiquitous Gigabit services
beyond current fiber footprint using
in-building wiring

●

Support any Fiber-to-the-Building
deployment via industry’s broadest
212Mhz Gfast portfolio

●

Modernize operations using proven
open, SDN network control and
orchestration architecture

Both incumbent and challenger service providers around the globe are
deploying fiber optic networks in their effort to remain market competitive, support government broadband initiatives, and ready their networks
for future high-bandwidth customer applications. Despite the universal
strategy to connect every home, business, and 5G small cell with fiber,
the rollout of fiber networks has been slow to scale in many regions of
the world. This is mainly due to the time, cost and disruption required to
trench, pull and bore fiber optic cable. In response, fiber service extension
technologies such as second-generation Gfast offer service providers
the ability to more rapidly and reliably connect more subscribers to their
fiber optical distribution networks at a low total cost of ownership. This
enables up to 10 times more utilization of a network’s existing multimillion-dollar fiber investment, funding even more fiber investment in
the future.

ADVANCING THE GIGABIT SOCIETY

Time to Market: 50 Years or 50 Months
As a service provider, it’s about meeting rapidly approaching
broadband goals set by governments in their effort to spur economic and social development, and it’s about rapidly and easily
capturing market share. In many historic cities or dense urban
areas with a predominance of multi-dwelling units (MDUs), fiber
network construction can become impractical. Even a citywide fiber access project with an unlimited budget and right of
way permits in hand for every cobblestone covered street, and
carte blanche approval to enter each condominium living unit
or apartment flat, the sheer scale of such a fiber project would
take over 50 years to complete. As an alternative, fiber to the
building or curb (FTTB/FTTC) deployment models allow service
providers to rapidly connect dozens more homes per passed fiber
by leveraging the existing phone, cable or satellite TV connection
already built into every house or tenant flat. Further, recent FTTB/
FTTC product innovations regarding customer reverse powering,
outdoor sealed packaging, and high port density Gfast solution
availability, have further reduced the time to scale symmetrical

gigabit services. The difference in supplementing a FTTH broadband deployment strategy with fiber service extension solutions,
such as Gfast could mean the difference between a customer
waiting 50 years or 50 months.

Unlocking the Multi-Gigabit Edge
Next-generation technologies, such as second-generation Gfast,
using the 212Mhz spectrum and key features such as Dynamic
Time Assignment (DTA), support the extension of fiber deeper
into the network and offer symmetric gigabit service rates, like
offered by GPON fiber, that compete well with current DOCSIS 3.1
and future 5G service capabilities. Extending fiber deeper into the
access network, often referred to as feeder fiber, allows for the
retirement of the most maintenance-prone segments of copper
DSL networks leaving behind highly robust, shielded in-door
wiring on which to extend the broadband connection. As a result,
service providers can deliver a better Gigabit experience, while
lowering operational costs.

Second-Generation Gfast
A New Deployment Model Met With Experience
FTTB or FTTC mean deploying fiber to the pit, pole, or pedestal.
This reality demands multiple input power variants including
remote and reverse powering techniques as well as weather
hardened solutions. Adtran is a global leader in weather
hardened, sealed broadband solutions with over a quarter
million units deployed in harsh environments from Finland
and Alaska to the Middle East and Mexico. Since demonstrating
the industry’s first fully sealed Gfast solution in 2014, Adtran has
become the recognized leader in Gfast deployments supporting
national broadband deployments across four continents.

“it’s about rapidly and
reliably connecting
more subscribers”
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ADVANCING THE GIGABIT SOCIETY
Adtran End-to-End Fiber Broadband Solution
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Global Services and Support

Learn more at adtran.com/gfast
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